




HEY OTTAWA - WELCOME TO THE 
HOUSE OF TARG! We’ve got a sweet month of 
arcade action planned for you with exciting new 
games to explore, delicious varieties of handmade 
perogies to sample and a calendar packed with every sort of 
show/event under the sun!! Thanks for checking out our monthly TARG zine 
- we hope that you find it useful and entertaining, over 50 issues and still 
going strong!! Thanks you for your continued interest and support - we are 
here to serve you!!   - Yogi

WORDS FROM THE

WIZARD



IN THE EARLY ‘80S, SAN FRANCISCO’S BAY AREA WAS 
THE EPICENTRE OF THE FASTEST, LOUDEST, HEAVIEST 
MUSIC IN THE WORLD. YOUNG, RIFF-HUNGRY BANDS 
WERE PUSHING THE GENRE’S BOUNDARIES, PLAYING 
WITH MORE SPEED & DEXTERITY THAN THEIR METAL 
CONTEMPORARIES, THEY SET THE STANDARD FOR WHAT 
WOULD BE KNOWN AS AMERICAN THRASH. HERE ARE 

MY TOP 5 BAY AREA THRASH METAL ALBUMS:

5. EXODUS - BONDED BY BLOOD 
(‘84 - Combat Records) - Gritty, dirty, violent & highly aggressive 
just like the environment & time period that spawned it. Formced by 
Kirk Hammett in the late 70’s. 

 
4. DEATH ANGEL - THE ULTRA-VIOLENCE  
(‘87 - Restless Records) - Created by cousins all of Filipino 
descent & who were teenagers, one being 12 years old. This 
was their debut album & a total thrash ripper. 
 

3. ATTITUDE ADJUSMENT - AMERICAN 
PARANOIA 
(‘86 - Pusmort Records) - This album is an 
absolute paramount crossover thrash album. It has 
every element of  the genre that harbors greatness. 
Speedy riffs, spastic drum beats, & perfect 
hardcore punk vocals. 
 

2. POSSESSED - SEVEN CHURCHES 
(‘85 - Relativity/Combat Records) - Although starting 
out with thrash metal, there sound eventually 
became known as death metal, and this album 
absolutely changed the landscape of extremity in 
metal. One of my favourites. 

 
1. METALLICA - KILL ‘EM ALL   
(‘83 - Megaforce Records) This album more or less 
singlehandedly launched thrash metal, by using the 
riffs of British heavy metal & the tempo of hardcore 
punk. This is an absolute classic.



This clown fanatic of the video game world 
won hearts over when he debuted in 1982. 
Since then Mr. Do! has made his mark in the 
‘80’s era with games like Do Run Run (1983), 
Mr. Do’s Castle or Mr. Do versus Un- icorns 
(1983), and Mr. Do’s Wild 
Ride (1986). 

The original Mr. Do is a joy 
and fun to play. The game 
itself is a maze, with our 
fanatic clown character 
attempting to clear the maze 
of monsters or cherries. The 
graphics are artsy and cute. Mr. 
Do can destroy the monsters 

two ways: by pushing an apple on top as 
many red baddies as he can, or use his ‘power 
ball’. The power ball can bounce all over 
the maze and, once a monster is destroyed, 
always returns to Mr. Do. Once all the 
monsters are destroyed or cherries have been 
eaten, the player moves to the next level. 

At the top of the screen, you’ll notice a box 
with the word ‘EXTRA’. You need to spell the 
word out to get an extra man. For that, go to 
the center of the game to claim a prize (cake 
or ice cream), and the Alpha Monster and his 
henchmen will appear. The henchmen will 
bear the same letters as in the box above. 
Destroy the henchmen with the power ball to 
spell out ‘EXTRA’ and claim your free man. If 
you kill the Alpha Monster, all the henchmen 
will tum into apples. 

And finally, gamers, a diamond may appear 
during certain intervals of the game. It is 
worth 8,000 points. Grab it for the extra points 
and get a free game!

See you next month, gamers!



WHAT JOBS AND EXPERIENCES 
HAVE LEAD YOU TO YOUR 
PRESENT POSITION?
I’m a Director at the Ottawa 
International Animation Festival (OIAF), 
where I held a  couple of different roles 
before this, so that gave me a really 
well-rounded background to be able 
to launch Ottawa Explosion Weekend, 
which is my other job. 

WHAT DOES A TYPICAL WORK DAY 
ENTAIL FOR YOU?
A lot of cursing. 

Then, it’s all mainly emails, phone calls 
and excel sheets. A big part of both 
my programming gig at the OIAF and 
logistics of OXW are staying organized, 
maintaining relationships and staying 
on top of new artists, films and industry 
trends. I write a lot of grants, so that’s 
another huge part of my job, writing.  I 
also watch a lot of short films and listen 

to music to make sure I know what the 
heck is going on. 

TELL US ABOUT A PROJECT OR 
ACCOMPLISHMENT THAT YOU 
CONSIDER TO BE THE MOST 
SIGNIFICANT IN YOUR CAREER SO 
FAR.
Starting Ottawa Explosion with my pals 
Emmanuel and Luke.  It has been a huge 
feat, because it’s still volunteer-run and 
we all hold fairly demanding full-time 
gigs. 

We’ve managed to go 8 years strong, 
working with the community to develop 
an event that so many people are excited 
about attending and being a part of.  

WHAT DO YOU LIKE THE MOST 
ABOUT WORKING IN THIS 
INDUSTRY?
In both jobs, I have the opportunity to 
see the greater picture of what’s going 

ABOUT THE INTERVIEWER:
Sheila is a TARG Perogi Wizard & is 
heavily involved in the local music scene 
as a promoter. She is also an aspiring 
sound tech.

on in a scene, community or industry and 
to identify areas needing improvement or 
change.  Running festivals gives you the 
freedom to just do it - make the changes 
and it’s done.  This obviously only works if 
your stakeholders, partners and audience 
trust you.  That takes a while :( 

HOW DO YOU BEST SEEK OUT 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR NEW PROJECTS?
I talk to the community. You can’t be an 
expert in everything, so it’s important to 
learn and engage with the folks that you’re 
doing this for.  

HOW DO YOU KEEP UP WITH THE 
LATEST NEWS IN YOUR LINE OF 
WORK?
I attend Festivals, read blogs/trades, 
listen to podcasts, and watch and listen to 
everything that comes my way.  

WHAT WOULD YOU TELL SOMEONE 
ABOUT TO START A CAREER IN YOUR 
FIELD?
Don’t do it. Just kidding … kind of. 

You have to be passionate and devoted to 
your community, in my case that’s music 
and film.  You always have to remember 
that your event or festival exists for the 
community and not for you.  The job requires 
paying it forward a lot, respecting your 
peers, being open to change and willing to 
stand up against all odds. 

Ok, maybe it’s awesome. 



WED JUNE 6 - House of TARG, LoQUIN 
Productions and PBR present: EXEMPTUS w/sg 
EARTHWORM VON DOOM + TONGUE EATING LOUSE 
check out the inaugural LoQUIN production MEGA 
METAL event featuring a mix of thrash, doom 
and noise core action - early start/early finish, 
doors@8pm!! ***1$ OFF PEROGIES EVERY 
WEDNESDAY STARTING@5PM!!***

THUR JUNE 7 - House of TARG and Whitewater 
Brewing present: APOLLO SUNS + RIISHI VON 
REX + MORE Super stoked to welcome Winnipeg 
psychedelic jazz rockers APOLLO SUNS to Ottawa 
joined by TARG favourites RIISHI VON REX - 
Doors@8pm***EARLY START/EARLY FINISH***

FRI JUNE 8 - House of TARG, CHORD Productions 
and Beaus All Natural present: WOLFHEART 
(Finland) w/sg ERIMHA + SERENE DARK + 
DISSENTIENT Melodic metal from Finland meets 
Quebec/Ottawa black metal all stars - amazing!! 
***METAL OVERLOAD***

SAT JUNE 9 - House of TARG, Ottawa Synths 
and Ashton Brewing present: SWITCHED ON 
SYNTHS: Friends of Violence Edition w/ VIOLENCE + 
AUTOMELODI + FREIGEIST + BLEU DE MINUIT Join 
us for an evening of SynthPop, Techo & Coldwave 
entirely curated by SOS favourites VIOLENCE. 
This will be a chance to hear some of their 
new tunes and checkout some bands they love 
***SYNTH  MADNESS** 

WED JUNE 13 - House of TARG and PBR present: 
PEROGI POWER UP WEDNESDAY Wednesdays 
can be a real struggle so we are helping out by 
knocking off $1 from each of our 6 varieties of 
delicious handmade perogies. Experience A Perogi 
Power UP! ***PEROGI PARADISE***

THUR JUNE 14 - House of TARG and Whitewater 
Brewing present: ONIONFACE w/sg HEART ATTACK 
KIDS + PEAKS check out this sweet bill of raw, dirty 
rock n roll - Doors@8pm ***EARLY START/EARLY 
FINISH***

FRI JUNE 15 - House of TARG, Ottawa Explosion 
Weekend and Beaus All Natural present: 
KAMIKAZE GIRLS + JON CREEDEN & THE FLYING 
HELLFISH Every year OXW takes over all the 
venues in Ottawa to bring you the best punk/
garage bands they can wrangle - check out NITE 
1 of our OXW showcase ***FUN FUN FUN***

SAT JUNE 16 - House of TARG, Ottawa 
Explosion Weekend and Ashton Brewing present: 
HIT BARGAIN + NO MISTAKES IN SPACE + WARES 
+ SPARKLESAURUS Every year OXW takes over all 
the venues in Ottawa to bring you the best punk/
garage bands they can wrangle - check out NITE 
2 of our OXW showcase ***FUN FUN FUN***

WED JUNE 20 - House of TARG and PBR 
present: MY SON THE HURRICANE w/sg JOOL & 
THE GANG + DRFTR Don’t miss the return of this 
14-piece brasshop funk beast with the mantra: 
anything worth doing is worth overdoing. Hailing 
from Niagara/Toronto, the band mixes New 
Orleans style grooves with funk, jazz and hiphop - 
early start/finish, Doors@8pm!! ***FUNK FUNK 
FUNK***

THUR JUNE 21 - House of TARG, Indie Scene 
and Whitewater Brewing present: NIGHTTIME IN 
KANSAS EP Release w/sg ROMANCER + FIRST 
GHOST + LESSONS IN CRIME Another edition 
of our super popular all ages series/shows - 
Doors@8pm ***ALL AGES SHOW***

FRI JUNE 22 - House of TARG and Beau’s All 
Natural present: TOP OF THE POPS: British Dance 
Party w/ DJ GAZ + THE START  - 100% British 
tunes!! Kick your night off with 2 live sets by THE 
START performing 5 decades of British Rock, Pop 
and R&B followed by famed Ottawa DJ and Dance 
Party Starter DJ GAZ spinning the best of British 
Pop, Mod and Soul!! ***DANCE PARTY***

SAT JUNE 23 - House of TARG and Ashton 
Brewing present: METALIAN (2 live sets) w/sg 

FREEWAYS Canada’s Best Metal Band stop 
by TARG once again!! Killer riffs, soaring 
guitar solos around each corner, incredible 
musicianship, operatic vocals... it’s the real 
deal. These metal merchants will be performing 
2 amazing sets on this occasion. For fans of 
Priest & True Metal. ***GUARANTEED FUN***

SUN JUNE 24 - House of TARG presents: 
WIZARD WORKS CRAFT SHOW (3pm-6pm) New 
season, new vendors, new treasures! Check 
out some of Ottawa’s craftiest vendors selling 
unique and inspired items all in the comfort 
of our humble Arcade!! ***ALL AGES/NO 
COVER***

WED JUNE 27 - House of TARG and PBR 
present: ARCADE NITE - NO Bands! NO Cover! 
Game On! All ages welcome for an evening of 
arcade paradise. ***1$ OFF PEROGIES EVERY 
WEDNESDAY STARTING@5PM!!***

THUR JUNE 28 - House of TARG and 
Whitewater Brewing present: DALI VAN 
GOGH w/sg SEVEN DAYS OF FIRE + T-REX 
MARATHON guitar driven Hard Rock band out 
of Halifax, Nova Scotia who have released 4 
records receiving world wide radio play with 
charting singles - check em out! ***ROCK 
OVERLOAD***

FRI JUNE 29 - House of TARG, CHORD 
Productions and Beau’s All Natural present: 
BLACK MASS (Boston Thrash) w/sg INFRARED 
+ MORTOR + UNKNOWN. Another wicked 
heavy bill from our pals at CHORD - stoked 
for this killer lineup of THRASH action!! 
***THRASHTASTIK***

SAT JUNE 30 - House of TARG and Ashton 
Brewing present: THE MAHONES (Toronto/
Kingston Irish Punk/Folk) w/sg POLICE N’ 
THIEVES The Irish punk brigade is coming back 
to TARG to celebrate the release of their 17th 
album “Love+Death+Redemption” - join us 
for this special evening with this legendary 
Canadian band!! ***ALBUM RELEASE 
PARTY***

WED JULY 4 - House of TARG, PBR 
present: THE JULY TARG PINBALL TOURNAMENT. ∙ 
Tournament starts at 8pm sharp - show up early 
to register. Friendly competition - all ages & all 
skill levels welcome! Win prizes & World Pinball 
Player Ranking points $1 entry fee & pay for your 

A GUIDE TO ALL THE CONCERTS TAKING PLACE AT 
HOUSE OF TARG THIS JUNE.

games. ***GOTTA PLAY 2 WIN***

THUR JULY 5 - House of TARG and Whitewater 
Brewing present: BITTER NORTH (Indie/Alt Rock) + 
ONIONFACE (Rock) + THE DANT DANNERS (Space 
Rock). Checkout some local talent to discover you 
new favourite band. Doors @ 8 - Early Start Early 
Finish.  ***THINK GLOBAL ROCK LOCAL!***

FRI JULY 6 - House of TARG and Beau’s All 
Natural present: 80’s DANCE PARTY  w DJ REMI 
ROYALE +THE UNDERGROUND - the most authentic 
80’s dance party in the universe is back!!!! Dance 
the night away to all your 80’s favourite tunes 
brought to you by our very own wizard and  DJ REMI 
ROYALE!! PLUS 2 live sets by The Underground 
performing an infectious selection of New wave 
hits. ***NEW WAVE DANCE PARTY***

 
FREEPLAY - EVERY SUNDAY NITE NOW 
STARTING AT 8PM /19+ - House of TARG, 
Collective Arts Brewing present: TOUGHEN UP! 
w/DJ KJMaxx - Every Sunday night DJ KJMAXX & 
Guests, spinning 100% vinyl arcade jamz. Sleaze 
rock, Punk, Metal & retro electronic tunes to 
provide the soundtrack to your highscore pursuits. 
All pins & vids are set to FREEPLAY mode starting 
at 8pm for your unlimited arcade pleasure. 
***FREEPLAY***



&$#?@ING SCORSESE / DE NIRO FILM FEST! 

Throughout June, we are thrilled to present a four part festival showcasing one of the 
greatest director / actor collaborations in the history of cinema: Martin Scorsese and 
Robert De Niro. Don’t miss watching these gems on the big screen, where they belong! 

 
June 15th @ 9:00pm - FRIDAY THE 13TH PART III - 3D! A new dimension in terror…there’s 
nowhere to hide! We dare you to try! 
 
TAXI DRIVER - On every street in every city, there’s a 
nobody who dreams of being a somebody - June 4th & 5th 
 
GOODFELLAS - In a world that’s powered by violence, on the 
streets where the violent have power, a new generation carries 
on an old tradition - June 11th & 12th
 
CAPE FEAR - There is nothing in the dark that isn’t there in the 
light. Except fear - June 18th & 19th 
 
CASINO - They had it all, they ran the show, and it was paradise...
while it lasted - June 25th & 26th 
 
P.S. - Proof that winning an Oscar sometimes doesn’t really 
mean that much in the grand scheme of things, these four 
movie masterpieces combined garnered only one Academy 
Award, a deserved Best Supporting Actor win for Joe Pesci in 
Goodfellas. Nominations and critiques are subjective at the 
best of times, but many point to Dances With Wolves winning 
Best Picture in 1991 vs Goodfellas as evidence that the 
Academy Awards system is greatly flawed.  
 
For more information, and showtimes on these and other 
upcoming movies, check mayfairtheatre.ca 
 
MAYFAIR THEATRE - 1074 Bank St.  



“BAD NEIGHBORHOOD!” 





Hey Tom: I’m dreadfully 
afraid of snakes. I have 
nightmares about snakes. 
I can’t enjoy the outdoors 
for fear that I might see a 
snake. Just the thought of 
a snake terrifies me! I’ve 
heard that there are no 
snakes in Ireland. Can this 
be true? If so, I’m seriously 
considering moving to 
Dublin Signed - Signed -  
‘FRAID -a- SNAKES

DEAR ‘FRAID-A-SNAKE: It’s 
true – there are no snakes in 
Ireland. According to legend, 
St. Patrick drove them into 
the sea in the 5th century and 
there haven’t been any since. 
But here’s the thing: tons 
of islands (not just Ireland) 
are snake -free. Hawaii, New 
Zealand and Iceland are all 
void of snakes. So either St. 
Patrick was running around 
the globe like a lunatic driving 
snakes into the sea OR snakes 
are just lousy at swimming 
to islands. But here’s the 
thing – you don’t have to leave 
Canada! Anywhere above 
the 60th parallel will pretty 
much guarantee you zero 
snakes. The Yukon, Northwest 
territories, Nunavut, and 
a large chunk of northern 
Quebec will provide you with 
the peace and comfort of a 
snake-less existence. Look 
out Yellow Knife!  Good luck, 
‘FRAID-a-SNAKES 

DEAR CHIPNUT: I can’t take this 
anymore. Stop calling my mom’s 
place and stop leaving bags of chips 
in her mailbox. You’re driving me 
crazy. Flavoured, rippled, salt and 
vinegar...  I’ve told you a million 
times I don’t care about chips. 
Goodbye, ChipNut. 

 
Hey Tom: Summer’s here and 
it’s getting too hot for jeans. I 
want to wear shorts but I have 
an embarrassing tattoo on 
my leg. I don’t want my crush 
to see it (for now anyway, if 
ya know what I mean...  wink 
wink!). What can I do Tom? I’ve 
got a THING...  for a summer 
FLING!  Help!  
Signed: BAD-ta-2 

DEAR BAD-TA-2: How bad is it? 
I’m no tattoo artist, but one time 
I constructed a home-made tattoo 
gun (out of some old radio parts I 
had lying around) and I changed 
my buddy’s barbed wire tattoo into 
a string of seaweed. Once all the 
infections cleared up it looked pretty 
good if he held his arm a certain 
way and you squinted. Anyway, 
come by my shop at Spaceman 
Music (388 Gladstone) and I’m 
sure I can turn whatever shameful 
thing you’ve got on your thigh into 
something you’ll be proud to show 
off. With a little luck, we’ll get you 
into shorts that your crush will want 
to get you out of! See ya soon, BAD-
ta-2

Hola Tom!  It’s me...  your #1 
fan: ChipNut!!! Man, you are 
one tough hombre to get a hold 
of. I left a bunch of messages 
at your mom’s house but I guess 
you didn’t get them.  Anyway, 
I’ve got some news that’s 
gonna blow your mind, amigo! 
Remember when I wrote to 
you and asked you why there 
are no rippled salt and vinegar 
potato chips? Remember?  Well, 
I finally found the HOLY GRAIL 
of potato chips! YES! I was 
checking out the snack aisle 
at Canadian Tire and BOOM! 
...there they were. I couldn’t 
believe it! Rippled salt and 
vinegar! They’re made by some 
company called ‘Frank’. It took 
me about two seconds to grab 
ten bags and slam down the 
cash! I dropped some off at 
your mom’s house (‘cause I 
knew you’d be stoked!). So my 
question is: Did you get them? 
Whaddaya think?  
Signed, your #1 fan, ChipNut

CPU RAVE  -  DEMO
Runstate Tapes 
Released: May 2nd,2018 
 
Right off the bat, I gotta tell you I LOVE this demo. 
CPU Rave are an exciting new band out of Montreal, 
with members of bands like Faze (who I’ve reviewed 
before in these pages), Public Display (who almost 
graced the Targ stage if not for plumbing problems 
that evening), Beep Test, and others. 

For those who haven’t heard it yet, they’re playing 
noise punk with some slightly gothy & space rock-y 
edge to it. CPU Rave are doing everything right here 
as far I’m concerned. Call me picky if you want, but 
sometimes when I hear bands in this style, I feel like 
they kinda take the noisy, almost tv-static-esque 
sound of the guitar as an excuse to forgo catchy 
songwriting. CPU Rave don’t sacrifice any of the 
speed or intensity typical of the sub-subgenre, and 
especially not the guitars that go “SKREE”, and 
still manage to have just crazy hooks on every track 
here. At the same time, speed also isn’t everything, 
and these guys know how to pull a nice mid paced 
number from out their sleeves.  

Put noize bands like Lebenden Toten, death rock like 
Christian Death, and weird psych like Quetzal Snakes 
in a blender and this is demo is pretty much what 
you get. Sound like your cup of tea? Drink up bud.

Like this? Then make sure to check out 
another band making waves right now coming 

out of Montreal’s extremely diverse scene, 
METALIAN. These heavy hitters are going to 
be gracing the stage of Targ once more on 
Saturday, June 23rd along with Brampton’s 

FREEWAYS. Don’t miss it!.






